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Abstract—we propose a low power and area efficient two-cycle multiply-accumulate (2C-MAC) architecture which supports 2’s complement 
numbers, and includes accumulation guard bits and saturation circuitry. The first MAC pipeline stage contains only partial-product circuitry 
which is for generating partial product. And the second stage consists of sign-extension block, saturation unit and all other functionality. 
Proposed architecture does not need any additional cycles to generate the final result. It efficiently produces the addition of the accumulated 
value and the product in each cycle. And extend the new architecture to create a double throughput MAC, which can perform either multiply or 
multiply-accumulate operations. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The multiply-accumulate (MAC) unit is a general digital 
block which is commonly used in microprocessors and 
digital signal processors for much type of applications. For 
example, many filters, time division multiplexing, 
frequency-division multiplexing, and channel estimators that 
require FIR or FFT/IFFT computations that MAC unit can 
efficiently accelerate the operation. A general MAC 
architecture consists of a multiplier and an accumulator 
organized as in Fig. 1. Inputs are fed to the multiplier, and 
successive products are summed by the accumulator. 
Multipliers are typically consists of a partial-product unit 
(the PP unit) and a carry-propagate adder (the final adder) 
[1]. 

For increasing the performance of MAC, we can reduce 
the critical path delay. This is achieved by insertion of an 
extra pipeline register, either inside the partial product unit 
(PP unit) or between the PP unit and the carry propagation 
adder. This creates a three-cycle multiply and accumulate 
(3C-MAC) architecture (Fig.1), but increases the parameters 
in terms of delay, power and area. Much prior work focus on 
design techniques for reducing the delay of multiplier, either 
in the PP unit or the carry propagation adder. In the PP unit, 
the partial-product circuitry is implemented using the 
Baugh-Wooley algorithm [2]. Performing two different 
carry propagations in the same MAC circuit is much time 
consuming process because of carry propagation in the 
adder. Accumulation is handled by the final adder of the 
multiplier and only one carry-propagating stage is required. 
The problem is that this optimization only applies to one-
cycle MAC’s, where the long critical delay is a limiting 
factor in most applications.  

If a pipe line register were to be inserted, the MAC 
output would no longer produce the correct result each 
cycle. In fact, to get the final result, we would add an extra, 
empty cycle after the final multiply-accumulate cycle of a 
loop. Furthermore, it is not obvious how guard bits can be 
accommodated in these designs. Guard bits are important for 

avoiding overflow when computing long sequences of 
multiply-accumulate operation. 
 

 
Figure.1. Block diagram of a general MAC architecture. Here, the register 

between the PP unit and the final adder is removed / included to obtain 
two/three cycle MAC architecture. 

In general, two-cycle MAC architectures have a first 
(multiplication) stage that is significantly slower than the 
second (accumulation) stage. We propose a new two-cycle 
MAC architecture in which the second stage is somewhat 
slower, but the first stage is significantly faster, leading to a 
better delay balance between the two stages [3]. 

New architecture is the implementation of product sign 
extension, the sign-extension circuitry is located in the 
second stage, together with the accumulate adder and the 
saturation unit.     
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II. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE 

The proposed two’s complement MAC architecture is 
shown in Fig. 2. Compared to the basic architecture in Fig. 
1, the new design replaces the final adder in the first stage 
with a carry-skip adder in the second [4]. The multiplier is 
based on the Baugh – Wooley algorithm. First we compute 
the product of the two inputs. Then this result is sign 
extended to have the same size as the accumulate adder. 

 

 
Figure. 2. Block diagram of the proposed MAC. 

Finally, the sign extended product is added to the stored 
accumulated value.  Proposed architecture do not needs any 
additional cycles to generate the final result. It efficiently 
produces the addition of the accumulated value and the 
product in each cycle.  

The MAC architecture’s critical path delay still depends 
on the PP unit, but the delays of the two stages are now 
similar. The second stage remains faster, especially for 
larger operand sizes, which allows the accumulate adder to 
accommodate more guard bits. 

In our architecture, we use a carry-skip adder composed 
of full adders. This adder sums the accumulated value with 
the two outputs from the PP unit’s output registers.  

Our MAC architecture offers a number of advantages in 
terms of latency, area and power. 

a. If we compare to a two-cycle MAC (Fig. 1), the 
proposed MAC architecture needs no final adder. 

b. If we compare to a basic three-cycle MAC, our 
architecture allows us to remove not only the final 
adder but also one pipeline register level and the 
corresponding clock power without degrading 
speed. 

c. Because our architecture is smaller, it uses shorter 
interconnects.  

III. EVALUATION 

We consider three architectures that share the same 
structure for the PP unit, the final adder and the accumulate 
adder: 

a. MAC-2C: This conventional 2-cycle MAC has a 
critical path that goes through the PP unit and the 
final adder. 

b. MAC-3C: This conventional 3-cycle MAC has a 
critical path that is located inside the PP unit. 

c. MAC-NEW: Our proposed 2-cycle MAC exploits 
the fact that the delay of the accumulate adder is 
shorter than the delay of the PP unit, by at least an 
amount corresponding to the delay of a full-adder 
cell. 

Concerning the comparison of the MAC critical path 
delay, we notice that MAC-2C and MAC-3C represent 
architectures that put an upper and a lower bound, 
respectively, on critical path delay. 

A. Evaluation Methodology: 
All PP units are based on the power-efficient Baugh–

Wooley algorithm [5] for partial-product generation. The 
adder for accumulation is of simple conditional-sum adder 
type and has an extension of eight guarding bits. Finally, the 
final adder in is used to support fast addition of the PP 
outputs in the case of MAC-2C and MAC-3C. The 
accumulate adder is of conditional-sum type and has an 
extension of eight guard bits. 

This allows the MAC unit to support loops of up to 256 
iterations without requiring the output to be right-shifted to 
avoid overflow. A final adder supports fast addition of the 
PP unit outputs in the MAC-2C and MAC-3. 

The VHDL codes were developed for MAC-3C and 
proposed MAC, using several 16-bit and 32-bits of the input 
data. We simulated the VHDL codes using MODELSIM 
Design suite and synthesized using XILINX. To avoid 
biasing the evaluation, we use a bottom-up synthesis 
method, meaning that the PP unit, the final adder and the 
accumulate adder are synthesized individually.  

B. Results and Discussion: 
Table I presents the detailed results of our evaluation. 

Since the delay is through the PP unit for all two designs 
and our proposed architecture uses pipeline registers at the 
bottom of the PP unit, MAC-NEW obviously can operate at 
the same speed as MAC-3C.  

As far as power dissipation is concerned, because the 
final adder is replaced by the simple carry-skip adder, 
MAC-3C dissipates more power than MAC-NEW for the 
same operating frequency and timing constraint.   
Table I: Evaluation results of 16-bit and 32-bit MAC-3C and MAC NEW in 

terms of delay, area and power. 
Operand 
size 

Architecture Power 
(mW) 

Area 
(gate 
count) 

Delay 
(ns) 

 
16-bit 

MAC general - 2C 221 7886 78.457 
MAC general - 3C 380 13930 77.746 

Proposed MAC 210 7784 78..214 

 
32-bit 

MAC general - 2C 385 34885 143.386 
MAC general - 3C 1244 52439 154.516 

Proposed MAC 221 33356 147.363 
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Figure. 3.  Simulation result of 16-bit proposed MAC. 

IV. EXTENSION TO A DTMAC UNIT 

Adapting circuits to operate on the actual data precision of 
an application can save energy, as demonstrated in micro-
processors and dedicated circuits. Many embedded 
applications are based on a 16-bit dynamic range, while 
embedded processors generally have a 32-bit data path. 
Thus, potentially 32-bit data path could accommodate the 
execution of two simultaneous16-bitoperations [6]. When 
the dynamic range of the data varies significantly a cross 
applications, run-time adaptation of the computational 
precision of a single circuit would be useful, rather than 
using several circuits that each has its own fixed operand 
size [7]. 
We refer to a MAC unit that can optionally switch between 
N-bitoperationsand2 × N/2- bit operations as a double-
throughput MAC unit (DTMAC). A 32-bit instance of 
such a MAC unit could be implemented by tying together 
two separate, 16-bit MAC units. To support 32-bit 
operations the two16-bit multipliers must be combined into 
one 32-bit multiplier, which requires complex routing and is 
difficult to implement efficiently. In FPGA technology, 
which offers re-configurability [8] [9] that can support 
double -throughput multiply accumulate operations, but 
FPGAs are still inefficient in terms of speed and power 
compared to the ASIC solutions. 
 

 
Figure. 4. Architecture of  DTMAC Unit. 

A critical feature of any double-throughput MAC unit is 
that it should support several operating modes, [10] without 
incurring any significant over heads on timing and power for 
the default1×N-bitmode. 

While other schemes, such as Kuang and Wang’s 
scheme [11], may be used, our two’s complement DTMAC 
unit employs the Twin-Precision (TP) technique [12].  A 
twin-precision partial-product reduction tree generates the 
TP-PP unit’s outputs, which in conventional schemes are fed 
to a final adder in order to obtain the final product. Instead, 
here we insert the proposed carry-skip adder that sums the 
TP-PP unit outputs and the accumulate adder output. The 
output of the carry-skip adder is fed to an accumulate adder 
that performs the carry propagation to produce the final 
result. 

As for conventional MACs, the TP-PP unit dominates 
the critical path delay. The DTMAC unit actually has the 
same critical delay as that of a basic three-cycle 32-bit MAC 
architecture, in which a pipeline register is inserted between 
the PP unit and the final adder to shorten the critical path of 
the multiplication. The result is that, despite the operating-
mode flexibility, the DTMAC unit has small area 
requirements, low power dissipation, and short critical path 
delay. 

 

 
Figure. 5.  Simulation result of DTMAC in Full precision mode. 

The DTMAC unit supports six operating modes— three 
for multiply-accumulate operations and three for multiply 
operations—as determined by the value of the three-bit 
control signal (CTRL): 

a. 000: Full-Precision 32-bit multiply-accumulate 
(FP_MAC). 

b. 001: Half-Precision 1 × 16-bit multiply-
accumulates (HP_MAC). 

c. 011: Double-Throughput 2 × 16 bit multiply 
accumulate (DT_MAC). 

d. 100: Full-Precision 32-bit multiplication 
(FP_MULT). 

e. 101: Half-Precision 1 × 16-bit multiplication 
(HP_MULT). 

f. 111: Double-Throughput 2 × 16-bit 
multiplication (DT_MULT). 

In Fig. 4, CRTL, CTRL0, and CTRL1 denote the 
three-bit  control  signal,  its  one-cycle  delayed version, 
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and its two-cycle delayed version, respectively. Moreover in 
CTRL[2:0], CTRL[2] is the left most of the three bits and is 
used to force the output of the accumulate register to zero 
during multiply operations. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Here describe a new low power, area efficient two’s 
complement, two-cycle multiply-accumulate(MAC) 
architecture. Replacing the final adder of the multiplier by a 
carry-skip adder with a new sign extension technique makes 
our two-cycle MAC architecture area- and power-efficient 
than basic three-cycle MAC architecture and which shows 
that the new architecture, while only requiring two cycles 
for completing the MAC computation, still performs the 
MAC operation at the same top operating frequency as a 3-
cycle MAC unit, at lower power dissipation. We use the 
new architecture to develop a versatile MAC unit that 
supports several different operating modes: three for 
multiply-accumulate operations and three for multiply 
operations. 
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